Kassandra Monoz Assignment

"Do The Write Thing"

How Has Violence Affect my life?

My first thoughts when I considered this question, was that violence affected the lives of other people around me in many ways. What I mean about that is that my neighbor's kids/Adults think violence is every solution to a problem.

What Are The Causes of youth violence?

Well, kids aren't born violent. But nowadays kids talk about gangs and gang signs because they find it cool. To kids, weapons are interesting. Causes of youth violence is the peer pressure from other kids. By other kid I mean kids with a negative attitude, poor family environment, bad neighborhood are about the main cause of youth violence because they are surrounded by negative people, with negative advice and negative actions.
Things I can do to stop youth violence?

We all can do the opposite of what causes youth violence. We can show kids that gang's aren't something you want to join. Negative actions they do, won't bring you to success. Show them the problems they would be put in if they play with weapons. We can also find better family environment and good safe neighborhood.
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